Parking
Disabled Spots: (a), (b) & (c)

TAPS Van Drop-off
(1) Baskin Engineering Stop

Lecture Halls
Name
E2 101 (Auditorium)  Automatic door at main and entrances. Use main (top) entrance to access the back of the hall and the rear entrance to access the front seating. Two specifically labeled accessible seats are at the back of the lecture hall
JBE 151  First door you pass, coming from the main entrance, has a wider aisle. No designated accessible seats

Classrooms
Name
JBE 165
JBE 169
JBE 372
E2 192
E2 194

** These small classrooms tend to have a variable number of seats/desks in arrangements that can and do change daily. Either arriving early to stake out a spot, or making arrangements to have a seat regularly reserved tend to be the most successful strategies when it comes to these rooms. **